ABSTRACT. We investigate the doublet and quartet potential energy surfaces associated with the gas-phase reaction between Ti + and CF3COCH3 for two plausible reaction pathways, TiF2
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies of the chemical reactions between transition metal ions and various organic molecules in the gas phase have yielded important insights, not only into the catalytic activity of transition metal ions, but into the reaction mechanisms and the structures of complexes that are present in many important organometallic reactions.
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For this purpose, there have been many theoretical studies aiming at explaining reaction mechanisms of the first-row transition-metal ions with simple organic molecules.
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Among these studies, the reactions of metal cations with acetone (ACT) have been extensively investigated and reaction pathways appear to be varied depending on the metal ion involved. [8] [9] [10] Due to the strong binding ability of the early transition metal ions such as Ti + and Sc + , the reaction of Ti + with acetone gives the reaction products of TiO + and CH 2 CHCH 3 . Recently it has been shown that density functional theory (DFT) has been used to study the oxidation pathway of acetone with Ti + and the resulting reaction coordinates describe how Ti + activates the C=O bond of CH 3 COCH 3 and yields TiO + and CH 2 CHCH 3 as products.
8 This theoretical study can explain experimental findings and give a deeper understanding to the reaction mechanism. + and TFA in the gas phase using the DFT method. Based on calculated results, we propose the most favorable reaction pathway in the reaction between Ti + and TFA.
CALCULATION METHODS
The molecular geometries and harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated by using DFT. The PBE0 (Hybrid, 25% of the exact exchange energy) functional 12, 13 was used for the reaction of Ti + with TFA. The structures of all the reactants, products, intermediates, and transition states involved in the title reaction were fully optimized at the PBE0/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory. Considering the possible spin-orbit coupling interactions that allow an intersystem crossing from the quartet to the doublet in the course of Ti + with TFA, both the doublet and quartet PESs for reaction of Ti + with TFA were searched. [8] [9] [10] The calculation details have been described in our previous work.
8,10 Once we found the association complexes between Ti + and TFA, we verified transition state to connect a desired pair of minima by tracing the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC).
14 Frequency calculations were performed at the same level to identify the stationary points and to estimate zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections that are applied to all reported energies. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was also carried out for some important stationary points to gain electron configurations and bonding properties. All DFT calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 03 package.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on our experimental results for ion-molecule reaction between Ti
+ and TFA, here we estimated and performed electronic structure calculations for two plausible reaction pathways as followings: fragments. 9 Once the association complexes formed, the next step carries the association complex to the fluoridecontaining species IM2 via transition state TS12. As shown in Fig. 1, this Fig. 3(B) . Like the TiO + formation pathway, this pathway also starts from pathway is rather complex than TiO + formation channel in terms of the number of involved reaction steps. Therefore two reaction pathways can be considered as competitive pathways, which is well in agreement with experimental findings. These reaction pathways account for how Ti + activates CF 3 COCH 3 in the gas phase and subsequently produces the competitive reaction products in detail.
